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Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic led to a remote 
working revolution. 

Companies that could send employees home 

to work did. Workforces stayed safe and 

businesses stayed open amid changing and 

challenging times. 

This immediate and swift disruption has lasting 

impacts. According to a December 2020 report 

by “Forbes,” by 2025, an estimated 70% of the 

workforce will be working remotely at least 5 

days a month. 

Many teams are going fully remote, while 

others are adopting hybrid work models that 

see employees in the office a few days a week 

and working from anywhere else the rest of 

the time. Remote working environments are 

transforming departments including Accounting 

and Finance, Information Technology, Human 

Resources, Corporate Support and Marketing, 

Digital and Creative. 

This	ebook	examines	the	benefits	and	pitfalls	of	remote	work	on	divisions	like	these.	

It	looks	at	how	key	job	roles	have	changed	in	a	remote	working	environment	and	

provides	ways	companies	can	adapt	to	emerging	challenges	remote	work	causes.
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The Benefits of
Remote Work
According to an October 2021 report by Gallup, 45% of full-time employees 
worked partly (20%) or fully (25%) remotely in September 2021. Even when 
offices open back up, 9 in 10 remote workers want to keep working remotely 
to some degree. The same number anticipates
maintaining remote work hours for the rest of the 2021 and in the future.

In white-collar jobs, remote work is even more prevalent. In white-collar roles 
like finance, accounting, HR, digital marketing, creative, design, IT, financial 
services and corporate support, two-thirds (67%) reported working from 
home either exclusively (41%) or some of the time (26%).

Employee survey results reveal key trends that will impact remote work
in the future.
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Employees want remote work to endure.

Hybrid work is most preferred.

Nearly all (91%) of workers in the U.S. who are currently working at least part-time remotely hope their 
capability to work from anywhere continues after the pandemic. The more employees work from home, 
the more upbeat they are about the potential effect of remote work on company culture. Two-thirds of 
all full-time U.S. employees think having people work remotely long-term will either have no effect or a 
positive effect on their workplace culture.

Nearly half of fully on-site employees whose jobs are remote work-friendly wish they could work partially (37%) 
or exclusively (11%) from home. More than three-quarters (76%) of remote workers say their employer will allow 
people to work remotely going forward, at least partially. 

Nearly two-thirds (61%) of remote workers say they anticipate they’ll work in a hybrid work model for the next 
year and in the future, while 27% expect to be fully remote.

Why do employees want remote work?

Employees cite time preservation as a major perk of remote work, with the elimination of a

commute giving workers back more of their time. Other benefits include improved well-being

and the flexibility to balance work and personal obligations. “Having fewer distractions” is

another top perk remote workers cite.

54% 37%
of employees who work 
remotely at least some of the 
time say they’d ideally like 
to split their time between 
working at home and working 
in the office.

would like to work from home 
all of the time, while only 9% 
want to return to the office 
full-time.
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What’s at risk when there aren’t remote work capabilities?

Nearly one-third (31%) employees who are working 
remotely say they’re extremely likely to job hunt if their 
company eliminates remote work.

As we see, employees who work remotely like it the 
more they do it and will be more resistant to staying at 
a company when remote work capabilities decrease.

Despite the advantages and benefits remote work 
provides employees and employers, there are 
challenges many organizations continue to navigate in 
the new normal of remote work.

Remote work provides flexibility, but it also increases 
demands on many employees. According to Gallup’s 
State of the Workforce study, a survey of more than 
9,000 American workers in 

May/June 2021, employee engagement was only at 
20% in 2020. During that time, workers’ daily stress 
reached a record high, increasing to 43% in 2020.

To understand why something so beneficial also 
is causing more stress and less engagement, the 
following looks at how remote work has impacted 
various departments and business types.
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Financial services and accounting have always used technology to support 
operations. But these professionals also often rely heavily on relationship-
building, which has traditionally required in-person meetings.

The effects of remote work in financial services can vary widely depending on 
the role. For example, commercial bankers who have traditionally used in-
person meetings and business dinners to build relationships and win business 
may be using videoconferencing tools more often. For accounting employees, 
having access to the right technology may make working from home a 
seamless transition.

Financial Services 
& Accounting:
Remote Work 
Impact
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A March 2021 report by “CPA Practice Advisor” stated the transition to remote work has also emphasized 
the desire for soft skills when hiring accounting and finance professionals. These include:

 • Strong collaboration skills

 • Flexibility

 • Positive attitude

 • Ability to work independently

In the financial services realm, remote work is here to stay in most cases. A 2020 PwC survey found 61% of 
financial services CFOs say they plan to make remote work permanent for roles that allow it.

As remote work has transformed the financial services landscape, PwC’s 
Remote Work Survey asked 50 executives and 144 employees at U.S. 
financial services firms how COVID-19 and remote work capabilities had 
impacted them. The results found:

 • Financial services executives are committed to making remote   
   work more manageable for their employees.

 • Most respondents said remote work arrangements can be   
    productive.

 • Post-COVID, 69% of financial services companies expect to have  
      60% of their workforce working from home at least once a week.

 • More than 75% of financial services employees said their ability to  
   collaborate was the same or improved while working from home.

 • PwC found out of all industries, financial services firms were the  
   most willing to take steps to make remote working more productive.  
   These include providing workforces with flexible hours, autonomy  
  within roles and better security policies to support remote work.

The PwC survey also found when asked, “Looking forward, which of the following would help you be 
more productive when working remotely?”, financial services employees cited:

 • Better hardware equipment (e.g. laptop, monitor, printer, chair): 35%

 • Greater flexibility in taking time off: 30%

 • Clear rules that establish the times when people must be available: 26%

 • Greater flexibility in when I work: 24%

 • Better mobile experience for work applications and data: 22%

 • Help managing workloads: 17%

 • Rewarding new experiences, training and learning: 16%

 • More autonomy in my work: 16%

 • Better security policies to support remote work: 12%

 • Help in building networks and relationships: 10%
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Remote work has impacted a number of human resources functions, 
including talent acquisition and hiring, onboarding and employee 
engagement efforts. HR pros in remote roles have adapted to using 
technology to execute tasks like interviewing candidates, training 
employees and presenting workplace policies and procedures that 
strengthen company culture.

According to an October 2020 report by “Human Resource Executive,” 
a survey of 2,800 senior managers found 75% said their businesses 
conducted virtual onboarding sessions and interviews during the pandemic. 
More than 60% implemented these practices since the pandemic began, 
while only 12% had done so pre-COVID-19.

HR: Remote
Work Impacts
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In a remote working environment, skill development and mentoring are also a big part of employee 
performance management. According to a 2021 survey by Engagedly on performance management and 
employee development:

 • More than 50%	of	organization	leaders	reported	employees	were	more	frequently	participating			
	 		in	check-ins,	performance	review	assessments	and	goal	management.

 • 64.8% of respondents reported a higher number of ongoing	check-ins	with	managers	in	the
	 		COVID	era.

 • 73.8%	of	respondents	said	these	changes	would	continue	past	the	pandemic,	with	70%	of		 	
	 		respondents	being	pleased	with	the	changes.

HR leaders can adapt to virtual employee development by providing managers with technology that enables 
them to connect with their team members effectively and measure their progress.

Communication is key in HR functions, and, as we see in this ebook, throughout departments
company-wide.

Video interviewing for initial interviews with candidates is convenient for both employers and candidates. 
Since these implementations, 60% of companies have decreased their hiring process time. The same 
amount has expanded their talent search geographically to attract a wider pool of candidates.

One challenge HR has had to deal with during the pandemic is a skills gap. A September 2020 report by 
Gartner found only 16% of new hires have the skills needed for both their current and future roles.

The report recommends that to hire quality talent, hirers and recruiters must evolve their strategies from 
replacing employee roles to shaping the workforce by deciding what their needs are based on skills that are 
missing. HR pros can source talent more broadly and create responsive employment value propositions 
based on new hires and their skills.

Also important to note: according to Gartner research, 43% of candidates today are self-taught in one 
or more of their role’s requirements. That provides an opportunity for HR, who can provide on-demand 
training, learning and development opportunities through virtual means to reach remote workers.
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Digital Marketing,
Creative &
Design: Remote
Work Impacts

Digital marketing, creative and design are also areas where professionals 
have already been using technology and remote-friendly tools to get the 
job done. It’s no wonder that in a post-COVID world, a June 2021 report 
by LinkedIn found the amount of remote job listings for marketing roles 
increased by 177% in the previous 6 months.
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For many professionals in these types of positions, 
remote work was already the norm or has been a 
welcome transition. A May 2021 report based on 
research from The Creative Group and AIGA found 
66% of creative professionals have said their work-life 
balance has improved without a commute. Only 8% 
of professionals surveyed said they want to return to 
the office full-time once it reopens. The other 92% say 
they’d prefer working part-time or full-time remote even 
when offices reopen.

To ensure creative professional success in the era of remote work, the report has suggestions that can 
apply across departments:

 • Ensure creative professionals have everything they need to succeed while working remotely.

 • Offer competitive salaries, perks and benefits, including health coverage and paid sick leave.

 • Provide creatives with hands-on experience with new technologies.

 • Foster professional development.

 • Allow creatives to work on new projects, take on leadership responsibility or meet new clients.

Employers are adapting, with

  42%

  95%
saying they’re happy to conduct 
a remote hiring process for 
creative professionals.

offering fully remote
creative jobs

The top 10 growing remote jobs for marketers were:
 • Digital marketing specialist

 • Copywriter

 • Digital marketing manager

 • Search engine optimization specialist

 • Content writer

 • Social media manager

 • Marketing manager

 • Media buyer

 • Social media marketing specialist

 • Account manager
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It’s also important to note creatives and marketers have unique work styles. They need to concentrate 
and immerse themselves in their task in order to produce work efficiently and provide high-quality creative 
results.

Companies that make creative teams remote should enable remote marketers and creatives to schedule 
“deep work” sessions, where they have blocks of time to actually work and not be interrupted by meetings.

Businesses can also foster collaboration among digital marketing and creative teams by using technology, 
via tools like live chat, Zoom, Microsoft Teams and Workfront. That way, design and creative gain more 
visibility into project progress and can keep their fellow team members updated on their contributions.
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According to Cisco’s “Future of Secure Remote Work Report”:

of organizations in the Americas made changes to their 
cybersecurity policies to support remote working.

of employers feel “cybersecurity is now extremely important 
or more important than before COVID-19.”

believe cybersecurity investments will increase due to COVID-19.

97%
82%
57%

IT: Remote
Work Impacts

Many IT jobs are remote-friendly, but the move to remote work in general 
has impacted the role of IT for most organizations. Today, there are growing 
concerns about how data is accessed remotely and how secure it can 
be. That’s leading to many organizations to make new investments in 
cybersecurity IT systems and infrastructure.
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IT pros are also in-demand to help remote workers transition from the office to work-from-anywhere. 
A February 2021 report from The HR Director on research commissioned by Daisy Corporate Services 
(DCS) found the following percentage of organizations cite the following technology challenges related 
to remote work:

Issues like these are leading to a greater need for IT 
help, even for smaller organizations. A 2021 report 
by “Forbes” says the most in-demand skills across 
industries today are all related to IT.

These include:

 • Artificial intelligence

 • Machine learning

 • Cloud computing

 • Cybersecurity

 • Healthcare IT

 • UX design

Shared broadband
connections

Remote working
cybersecurity risks

Connectivity
performance

The	report	also	found	the	key	cybersecurity	investments
for the next 12 months are:

Protection against data theft60%
Recovery from a cyber breach47%
VPN48%
Penetration testing41%

40% 40% 39%

While some IT pros have been used to communicating via 
remote work technologies, the “always-on” environment of 
remote work may impact IT work schedules and the demand 
placed on IT professionals. Employment	in	computer	and	IT	
occupations	is	expected	to	grow

13% from 2020 to 2023,

according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), which is 
faster than the average for all jobs. 

IT pros in the remote work era can expect more job 
opportunities with flexible hours, due to 24/7 work demand 
and an increased need for cybersecurity specialties. The BLS 
reports	information	security	analyst	jobs	are	expected	to	grow	

33% between 2020 and 2030, which 
is much faster than average.
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Corporate 
Support: Remote
Work Impacts

Compared to other industries, corporate support seemed especially poised 
to make a smooth transition to a remote working environment. Most 
corporate support professionals have already relied heavily on technology 
to communicate with staff and execute tasks, making the move to a remote 
work environment easier compared to some other types of industries.
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Still, like other types of workforce specialties, corporate support in remote work environments faces 
challenges. Technology was ranked as the biggest challenge in implementing work from home for general 
and administrative roles. “Soft” issues like talent development, coaching, employee collaboration and a 
strong culture were cited as being equally challenging. 

For businesses with remote corporate support teams, it’s essential to provide thorough training and access 
to technology that helps corporate support seamlessly communicate and collaborate. 

It’s also important to make corporate support pros feel like they’re a part of the work culture, by involving 
them in team-building events for the company.

Many employers are embracing a move to keep corporate support 
in remote roles. According to a May 2021 report by McKinsey & 
Company:

Between 50%-70% of general and administrative 
employees will continue to work remotely for a substantial 
portion of their work time.

30% of C-suite executives said general and administrative 
employees will be in the office fewer than a couple days 
each month, while 50% plan to adopt a hybrid work model, 
requiring workers to be in the office 2-4 days per week.

Only 20% of C-suite executives expected the general and 
administrative workforce to return to a full on-site model.
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How to Combat
Remote Working
Risks

McKinsey & Company identifies seven major remote working risks that can 
affect any department and thus, impact entire organizations. In the remote 
work era, businesses can be conscious of the following remote work risks 
and use strategies to proactively mitigate them across an organization.
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Having access to in-person communication at the office can lead to improved 
collaboration and relationship-building. That’s at risk in remote working environments, 
especially for new hires who are adapting to a new company’s culture.

It’s also important to be aware of how remote working environments may 
disproportionately negatively impact certain populations, such as women. NPR 
reports in June 2021, there were 1.8 million fewer women in the labor force 
in the U.S. compared to pre-pandemic, due to increased demands like at-home 
schooling and caregiving.

To prevent an erosion of culture and relationships among a workforce, companies 
can use inclusive communication to reinforce their purpose and values and make all 
employees feel respected and heard. From onboarding on, company values should 
be reinforced, especially via managers, who account for 70% of variance in employee 
engagement, according to Gallup.

1. Erosion of relationships and culture

of variance in employee 
engagement, according 

to Gallup.

70%

2. Burnout and mental health issues
Remote work can lead to an “always-on” mindset that is causing mental health issues with 
employees. A June 2021 report by BenefitsPRO found more than half of remote employees feel 
burned out on a weekly basis. Nearly half (46%) only took a week or less off in the past year, with 
15% of remote workers taking no time off during the past year.

Companies need to be aware of these risks and encourage employees to:

 • Use their vacation days

 • Take breaks during their workdays

 • Dedicate time toward exercise and eating healthy meals

Some companies are even sponsoring free weeks off and dedicated mental health day breaks.

Organizations may also consider offering mental health benefits as part of health insurance 
offerings, as well as provide training to employees for how to take care of their mental health.
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A lack of in-person mentoring can also make 
employees feel stagnant in their roles and like they 
don’t have development opportunities.

Companies can also evolve how they measure7 
performance, focusing more on the quality ofwork, 
rather than quantity. For example, instead of 
requiring remote workers to work a certain schedule, 
organizations may offer flexible schedules, as long as 
the quality of work doesn’t suffer.

3. Poor onboarding, performance 
management and development
Virtual onboarding risks the following pitfalls when there’s not a 
smooth transition to a remote onboarding procedure.

• Lack of connection

• Uncertainty about employer’s expectations

• Confusion about procedures, software tools and systems

• Communication breakdown

• Loss of company culture

To combat these risks, organizations can take
actions	like	the	following.

 • Provide a library of orientation resources

 • Schedule times for team introductions

 • Set up daily check-ins with direct supervisors

 • Provide frequent, planned coaching

  • Create virtual mentorship programs

4. Difficulty adapting to new collaboration methods

Virtual collaboration methods can pose some difficulties, when things like tone of voice and body 
language are removed from communication. Employees who aren’t as tech-savvy or who aren’t 
as interested in learning new technologies may also resist learning or be slower to learn virtual 
collaboration methods.

Bottlenecks in virtual communication can also slow down collaboration, which could impact 
productivity. To combat risks like these, organizations can:

 Provide thorough training and accessible support for employees who need help

 Use tools that are appropriate for the task – email and live chat for quick  
 communications, for example, versus video conferencing for brainstorming sessions

 Give employees equal opportunities to contribute and collaborate, whether they’re in an 
 office, working remotely or working in a hybrid environment
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5. Cybersecurity vulnerabilities
The shift to remote work has changed the technology employees work with. A June 2020 report 
by Gartner shows workplaces that support bring your own device (BYOD) capabilities can glean 
the following benefits.

 • Increased mobility and efficiency
 • Greater flexibility
 • More device choice for employees, which can increase engagement
 • Greater trust in leadership
 • Less costs for hardware and software licensing

Organizations must invest more in training and cybersecurity measures to protect organizational 
data. Organizations need to constantly monitor threats and increase device-security protocols, for 
whatever devices employees are using.

However, BYOD support and remote work also can increase cybersecurity risks. The Cost of a Data Breach Report 
2021 from Ponemon Institute and IBM found 2021 had the highest average data breach cost in 17 years, at $4.24 
million. The average cost was $1.07 million higher in breaches where remote work was a factor in causing the 
breach, compared to those where remote work wasn’t a factor.

Companies can also get employee buy-in on the tools that are used. Most technology vendors 
provide free consultations and trials, so businesses can see what kind of technology works best 
for their unique teams.

6. Home-office limitations
Most employees prefer remote work at least part of 
the time, but it’s not always the best solution for all 
employees. Particularly, employees who lack space, 
quiet, privacy, sufficient connectivity, technology 
and furniture may find it difficult to do their jobs 
successfully in a remote work environment.

Because of challenges like these, remote work can 
pose inclusivity challenges. Organizations may 
consider creating workspaces for employees to come 
and work at if they want to. Some businesses provide 
remote employees with desks and ergonomic chairs 
for at-home work, as well. Organizations also need to 
consider high-speed internet access for all employees.
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7. Real estate considerations

Finally, organizations need to ensure their real estate is scalable, even when they embrace 
remote work for employees. A lack of office space could turn off certain job candidates. 
When employees don’t feel supported or like they have the physical space they need, that 
could negatively impact employee engagement.

To mitigate these risks, organizations may invest in flexible real estate models or rent out 
workspace locations for their teams. To understand what works best for your company, you 
can survey employees to see what they’d prefer.
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Remote Work Is Here to Stay

As we’ve seen in white collar positions and in 
departments like corporate support, finance, 
accounting, HR, creative, digital, design and 
IT, remote work will continue to increase in 
prevalence across industries and businesses. 
It’s a convenient and welcome setup for 
many employees. But to maintain employee 
engagement and productivity, and safeguard 
business data, organizations must be aware of 
the pitfalls and work to combat those risks. 

The remote work revolution has also impacted 
what talented candidates are looking for during 
the hiring process and from companies they’re 
considering working for. To adapt to changing 
remote work environments in your hiring process, 
contact AccruePartners. Our innovative staffing 
solutions and candidate search can help you 
find and hire better talent for your organization, 
whatever remote work capabilities you offer.
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